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shannons 1949 paper, which won him the 1948 nobel prize for physics, marked the beginning of an era when
scientists were able to demonstrate the power and universality of information theory. he showed how to represent

a digital circuit as a mathematical equation. perhaps its most striking feature was that the equation contains no
numbers, no variables, and no operations. it contains only input bits, which can be either 0 or 1, and output bits,

which can be either 0 or 1. the equation is therefore not about the physical process that creates the bits, it is
about the relationship between the bits as they are transformed by the equations structure. at bell labs, shannons

equations were sometimes mistaken for the mathematical description of a physical process. a colleague once
described the schematics of a telephone switch as a series of equations that somehow represented the electronics
of a telephone switch. but when the equations were used in shannons 1948 paper, there was no mistaking that the
equations were describing a digital circuit. and the insights into digital circuits that shannons equations provided

were the essential foundation for the development of computers. because computers used digital circuits,
shannons equations made it possible to mathematically describe how bits of information were processed. before

that, it was not possible to connect the abstract concepts of mathematics with the operations of a computer. now,
those operations were no longer mysterious. with that discovery, information theory became a core component of
computer science. shannons discoveries shaped the way scientists build and use computers. his equations were
the essential mathematical basis for the development of electronic computers. and by connecting the abstract
theory of information with the operations of a computer, the equations also established information theory as a

mathematical foundation for scientific computing. the consequence is that information theory is now used to build
the algorithms that drive the operation of the most important pieces of equipment that humans use today.
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by the mid-1960s, the information theory community had built up
a number of wonderful and useful mathematical tools and

techniques. in particular, the study of codes has become very
active. by the 1970s, there were many different kinds of codes

and some of the most important ones were studied. shanks (1973,
1974) made an important contribution to the theory of information
codes by proving the existence of error-correcting codes using a
method that has become known as the algebraic technique. this
technique was used to obtain a variety of interesting results in
terms of rate-distance functions. for example, maurer (1975,

1976) used the algebraic technique to prove that there exist rate-
optimal codes that have the largest number of codewords. he also
obtained a useful upper bound on the number of codewords in an

arbitrary code. some of these results are included in the book
codes for transmission, by wiberg (1982). another important

contribution was due to s.a. mesnager, who applied the algebraic
technique to the design of two-dimensional information codes,

and obtained several important results (mesnager, 1976). while
the algebraic technique gives a general method for constructing

codes, it is hard to implement, and it is also very difficult to
analyze. until the mid-1970s, the only codes that were commonly
used were linear block codes such as reed-muller codes. then, l.r.
bahl, j.c. bose, and ray-chaudhuri (1974) proved that linear block
codes are not the best possible codes, and they introduced the
concept of convolutional codes. (a convolutional code is a code
that can be described by a recurrent relationship. for example,

consider the following two-state convolutional code. when the first
state is on, the second state is on. the first state is on with

probability p, and is off with probability 1 - p. the second state is
on with probability p1, and is off with probability 1 - p1.)

convolutional codes proved to be a very useful tool for the design
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of various types of communication systems and have been
extensively used in the past few years. (they have been used, for
example, in the satellite communication systems, which must deal

with errors in the received signals. in contrast, block codes can
often be successfully used in the presence of errors, since they

can be reconstructed using information from a code block that is a
bit longer than the block length. however, if the signal to noise

ratio is small, block codes are also not optimal. 5ec8ef588b
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